FEED BACK QUESTIONNAIRE

E-INFORMATION LITERACY

1) Name: - ____________________________________________________________

2) Department: - ______________________________________________________

3) Gender: - ________________ 4) Age: - _________________________________

5) Are you satisfied with the Tutorial on E-Journals to search e-journals? (please check on five point scale using codes indicated the extent to which you are satisfied to search the parameters given below 1 – Not satisfied; 2 – Rarely satisfied; 3 – Occasionally satisfied; 4 – Frequently satisfied; 5 – Highly satisfied).
   a. Publisher Homepage / Journal Homepage
   b. General Search i.e. Author, Keyword, Title etc.
   c. Advance Search
   d. Back Volumes of journals (E-Archives)

6) Are you satisfied with the Tutorial on E-Books to search e-books? (please check on five point scale using codes indicated the extent to which you are satisfied to search the parameters given below 1 – Not satisfied; 2 – Rarely satisfied; 3 – Occasionally satisfied; 4 – Frequently satisfied; 5 – Highly satisfied).
   a. Find Title of E-books
   b. Book Details
   c. Full Text Book
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7) Are you satisfied with the Tutorial on ETD to search electronic thesis & dissertations? (please check on five point scale using codes indicated the extent to which you are satisfied to search the parameters given below 1 – Not satisfied; 2 – Rarely satisfied; 3 – Occasionally satisfied; 4 – Frequently satisfied; 5 – Highly satisfied).

a. Search for ETD
b. General Search i.e. Author, Keyword, Title etc.
c. Advance Search
d. Theses Details
e. Full Text of Theses

8) Are you satisfied with the Tutorial on OPAC to search OPAC? (please check on five point scale using codes indicated the extent to which you are satisfied to search the parameters given below 1 – Not satisfied; 2 – Rarely satisfied; 3 – Occasionally satisfied; 4 – Frequently satisfied; 5 – Highly satisfied).

a. Library OPAC
b. General Search i.e. Author, Keyword, Title etc.
c. Advance Search
d. Book Details
e. Location
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9) Are you satisfied with the Tutorial on Subject Gateways to search subject gateways? (please check on five point scale using codes indicated the extent to which you are satisfied to search the parameters given below 1 – Not satisfied; 2 – Rarely satisfied; 3 – Occasionally satisfied; 4 – Frequently satisfied; 5 – Highly satisfied).

a. Publisher Homepage / Journal Homepage
b. General Search i.e. Author, Keyword, Title etc.
c. Advance Search
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